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Transition:
just heard got 450
Reine pull got from 12 offic.

Carter - Total RN was asking Pres.
agreed to make shot against extremism

Sam Wylie - Tex.
accepts him. Gone both states + N
wants drop-by after rally in Austin

H. asked Magness - Wis said OK

[Signature]
will be prob. if not go ahead. Done.

E - Our coming RN marked it. They
should go to L then E.

F - One more fast bothering in
Ohio. Largest sample within time.

Barbara:
[Handwritten note]
On Sunday tell what time RN receive notice.
What time 5 min spots are.
K. chick. at 10:00 P.M. - note so theknow what to watch.
- talked to McC Morris - long talk
  along lines we discussed
  said N would like to talk to him
  not to influence now
  just support for good of country
  McC said didn't know N too well - would like
  to know him better
  H's man called - said if can't come out for it
  at least chop up N.
  Bill said only opponent is K for Clark of D.
  McC said disparaging things re: K
  resp. re: telegram to K
  McC away till next Weds. - out in CA any time after Weds.

Rogers by Fair Air

Stein hesitant to get involved
need Superintendent
said N has to bring peace
the 'Mc wants to be in good with Pres.
  act. self as head of Dem party
After calling Miller, EW very interested in UCI Inst. & their program - who car M. Anderson be? then to MT.

Final note: Increase gun reg 12 letters papers.

Davies PN to Rens.

C-? Staff to Key Biscayne

N. staff said Ag told to pipe down - N.O.

BB to K. Bis

P. K. Meijer on plane LA - Fresno.

Glen Shear - call Tex M. HQ - Ken Forry can join us.
9/12

Sears bought stuff
- Hess will produce by Pan + can report
- has had no contact at Chot
  got one from Pan Hilly
  called up exam side start
  so they didn't use Lat
t
- Rochester story - get it -

Harlem - you on Hilly Sandecke
+ see up F.
file

W - 3000 women reception - Pitts

Rogers met both Stan and Scott
had time short - content briefing - etc.
done on low key basis - confidence
well received - they recognized -
were outdone at 2:1 on both nets.
Bill felt was very worthwhile -
Scott really nervous - looking for reassurance

[55 p.m.]

RN

post-election:
N told Rogers to save Willard

RN

Perry did excellent lecture for Sec.

Memo

K talked to 5-8 people re: the editorial
get kits to weeklies
for radio - better coverage - 30-25 sec - great

Ed Mc Daniels
I - tell Stans re: Hunt's sons
OK on W. Herbst & Samarr
but no re: Bunker & the father

1st memo in sealed envelope to
Stans by his Sec.
Reason: unable to
talk directly to Stans
for past 4 days.
Main - mtg 250 from McReps.
McReps released press
price of this msg for it
1) Declaration from host in london
2) met election SW coal elements
   met NF
3) complete reform of US draft
   appear for conscripting cos
   + other civilians
4) complete reform of press party
   apportionment of control of
   delays of canals
   + asked to min unit of work
   + stan

Gave these to jerry hill

→ comes from Tom Macably - from McReps
press was at mtg.
Call Mayo

- in confidence - just old thing
- sure as he was for
- have learned - impossible so
- that
- Ht: son has been on H Hughes
- payroll
- O'Brien is financed by H Hughes
- in 152, 000 - 169,000

OK how wins can be Noron
- motorcycles
- every Tuesday

I. this is no press after TV
- under any circumstances
- his rep to handle -
- be known RN
- add others to handle logistics
- give nothing unless it's contacted
- nothing after Ulster - if we go
WFNN - Dallas - ABC Top Doc
Newman - ready to head 12-20
owned by Dallas News
They've endorsed
Murphy/Staff
If RN wants to do it
conversation + format
- don't want to top up RN Fair Ann
  want to wait til around 25-
- Oty M re Medicare + Soc. Security
  already have a good - ans in there
- in office all day tomorrow
- know on N.E. in Ann.

Kelt
tmt w/ Mex. - Van Nieve
Lejun - Rep. and Long - NM
- maybe win
- get a picture of thin RN
- Negro community - sorry
  Brooks calling up this group - has them standing
  very tender situation
M. Fleming asked all info to become
with Klein before this first
KIC - think she'd have major prej for same IV - cut off that route
V. Now - etc-
Decker created goal for this idea that IV has said not go in that context of N. M. situation

Tell Susan Patrick will send a man up
have someone come up Patrick.

N. Money

decided to provide some help
there - liberal etc. (IV type)

One being left out of Susan campaign
no communication - etc

Anley etc. are not used
ability to use info jeopardizes

Tell Susan is very close - haven't told anyone how

Info they have is that we don't IV

AIP party change tomorrow will take a whole

attack for arbitrary procedures, N. etc.

Look forward to form guys ahead

No problem now

Forgot to call Patrick
Hudson - wants someone to come in -
series of mega - VIP prominent participants
put it to them on need for team
Want cleanly handled or some VIP to come in
2 calls - Waah Pete Jone (Knight)
AP Brian Sullivan
Both called by Miami Herald
re Fisher's Island
when fishand, call plans, etc
specific re to is the Smathers
CBS debate invite

Today's act by House extend

4 sec. rates - peak periods
Series hour-long free
3 for 3 hrs.
4th Martin Agnew lesen
8-9 10 7/1 25 970
contig mas 2 of 3
However
if none of 3 free cards are
agreed by all then
resort to right to review

Stanton: wire from M
when final bill passed.

Sent note to RAW - create Ch
Barbara Higgins is Murray's deputy.
842-3828

radio report W/H denies any change
6 people boating some half may help
time isn't half - had just gone election
NY people face report move you down

F briefing inadequate & too late
RN what input

15-20 min

G briefing etc.

Etc. - Penna train
- Concerned re whether he talked too long.
- PW felt he should have had prepared.
- PW felt good re going on V. New.
- In view of LBJ's request, not do V. New speech.
L - F. aide joining (starting June 14th) get them suites at all hotels 2 BR + LR + 2 pl phone - one wire in France one in aides room & one in LR
- tell Rent - activity precedes passes if he doing any sport. relations

R - and the F/PR lie go to Charley & William use: the Denny / Smith hotel & check they paid cc, etc. C - hold off on Denny / Smith

Billy Graham to Whitehall TV show
- met man SH - M. re wiring. & post chock plan - cf Ehr
on radio setup
NBC studio - temporary
remote on nets for fixed time
CB5 will deliver 8-60-845 clock everywhere across country
10-12 concerts
Have to offer equal time to others
If they accept
if ordered we have to deliver too
We have to deliver every night
will order

- So. req. - 50% purchase - outgoing feel
  have very good time - Oct 22-27
  pre-empty top shows

Matt Press Club - CB5 - NBC - NET
CB5 won't carry if have to offer equal
This would do that
With except if run in Crook's or 60 min.
NBC would carry live probably - stop
Would confrontation at ACC or 35
Nicks absconding would then come out
NET - will carry life & decide when they have to do.
She this CBS would collapse & carry it also
in spite of now FCC rule - would carry net want a confrontation

9:00 PM on TODAY -
has invite pending
was left the night do Fri AM 75 -
(no doesn't get in till late)
She rec no - too early
alt: next Mon AM -
all the others can't make it then
she that the child do -
will be handled well

see Jackson SAP separately
- LB & Banker have been pulling tremendous pressure on SW to go along w/ some_hat condition
- they propose to hold out long as poss. They'd like RN to ask what is quiet progress
- mistaken report during the night
- M thinks well advised to stay on position he now has
do anticipate further unless land news keeps urging LB & more info:
- keep close about
- give RN better reading

- in Ill - keep an eye still on poss RV &
in late stage
- at least need one big scrounger
- exp. Rocky - in Chicago
- or one good man downstate - Conservative
  Reagan,
- to kill story of overconfident etc.
- not anxious to have Agnew in.
JFK - Accept mon. campaign - Speech
(debate 8 secs - R/R pub) into
HH - peace corps into 25 secs.
Cuba missile crisis

Stevenson at UN - Remain in take-down
JFK in Cuba - ALA. deeg. - lie in state
LBJ - Tennessee civil rights - Brief
snap up aids of Dem. Party

HH vote on - Know post - Set
quote RFK - re Dem. - release
27 min.

HH on set -
proud to be Dem
party of future
work next 2 who

optional -
spend millions -
raise up money for many next year
if you believe - send it

NW - if my wish will be here
10/20

Chm - transition
inauguration
election

Teleton

Kle - Rev Jackson - extent to his own brand will hold press conf Weds. in CGO.
RN told to he didn't want him to hold a press conf.
Get answer from RN by AM.

Kle sent memo to apt.
10/23

(Initial)

So Korea holding fast -
   don't think it can go up from there. Nothing in exch.
Korea says nothing new on Pueblo
   they feel strongly they have testified

RN Daycare started at 50 - Nrgth to 16450

Funding tops 12,000 & office open
   D&O will provide planes + vehicles
   for staff back in NY & DC

RN Lot of consternation at Daily News
   Hires in cos consult
   concerned because of NK
   As of two days ago cold show us 5 ahead
   Now will show us only +2
   Our NY state group has been polling
   Their last poll showed us 2 pts ahead
   Now putting out new one &

RN M says not hard & they will quit issues,
   everyone says same thing
   always failure of administration
- Which asked for standby time. Thurs. might want to go at night otherwise press conf. live if not too important. Sh got from CBS News.

- Dly News shows us down 2 season (fishing) in school until sugg. blame de Bad Border. Teachers' strike can't want to teach, they're tying NV to business. Nor television, can't get into CoE.

- Haven't affected 1+0+ education our children have $400, cash, no fishing. 022-65-30 need tape for Int'l conf.
BB finally got Lee in/Neuman coming back tonight

Urged N not to go off in deep
I told him his esteem held etc.

Geo than this is part of program to
tell everybody
or that I don't know about it.

Dee Raymond has offered to go on two trips
where there concentration is

Do they have Hope for Borden -
BB has to know me. Neuman

Teach Keyes down - have him call BB

Some nite B Graham told Able Nappened

To be exhausted. Not talking clearly.
Stay away from old N.

Post 50 52 20 29
Texas  FT Worth  Dallas  Waco  San
Wells SA  Kenedy  El Paso

Truth Squad did great job
got it every news on TV

Austin will endorse
both in El Paso

still feels we'll win - in a tight race
diff will be in turnout

They can't get N-M ups $ - $ - $ -
also courthouse is down nothing

MW 23-29  34 27 22 17
re-run  Oct 14 66  40 26 21 13
all polls show N man up - it bottomed out

I did get big lift from visit
hard to get people stand up.

Can use all the coming going away
Peter this is close -
but trend is right.
Nurung stronger than Bower
They're not going to turn out.

Dallas really had great effort
of teletact

P. going down to down
people made up mind based on teletact
disagree up MW poll

Wallace is feeling-
10 last days he came off Burke
just didn't go over-
no emotional
came out very negative but didn't like it.
They knew he can't win.
10:00 Sun NBC - don't feel RN go on will use W. Wallace

Save 8:30 Wed. CBS on hold
have Solmar Thom wth

Press will not go on TV
will hold press conf - 8 hrs notice
not of staff, if it's okay love
party tomorrow

MT has 8:30 Sun Nov 3 - come
speech by T

Meet Press Nov 3 - Sun 1:00
alterna Thom wth
10/21

Television - have two great 5-mins
on Sun. 8:35 9:45 CBS
fate 1st for Wiretap - stay at
next one will be foreign policy

2-9000 -
Cooper in Mani Cap. Rev
of Reagan or Allen
Decay -

Set up taping W/ tomorrow

Race Nation
Otis = re: Guthman project:

Ed Guthman - call ed -
Superintendents Dell, Buceas, & black. Buceas
not conv. Up Pearson -
they are pursuing story on their own
Otis had disc. W Nick Williams
they are continuing to work on it -
if we don't respond - they'll have blown up
what they have

As friend - does seem to be something there -
the only thing bad was letter to investment group.
while at same time facts are involved

<

Why didn't include in letter
believe very strongly shouldn't be notified
shat be protected
if anything wrong will pursue vigorously
everyone this will relax because
facts being investigated -
if someone has violated law will be prosecuted
May be more by US or/acceptance by others
maybe soon man talk to HQ
maybe sometime day
- Wire to Richard re earthquake
- Met with everyone to present DPA vote concept
- TKK answer to LA Times
- Back half not today - See note best
- tent avail - depth off
- arrangement Fri. Sat. Sun

Ed Nixon - lock up his people for past election
- Have release on Retson
- While at Times demanded retraction
  press release - re support for other media
- Will go up short comm to papers -
  re Pearson - no up to sergi. matter
  Post carries this story - NR can/answer
  - faults + NR were both just overwhelmed no Syms
Get secy. Austin
at least min they pulled out
2-3 proof, ours
had agreed to stop bor
in last cyc he asked
Guatemala, NV will talk to them
not just be there
whether USF party/democracy delay
When expect to be resolved
A: in a few days.

Guatemala they'd be treated as part

had to readnotice -
attitude was - double-coded-

2-3 hrs before all settled they came in
Little Pimme about too much detail
said they'd come around - in a few days.
Reached decision
lead to progress - peaceful settlement
already informed 3 Free China leaders
of reasons govt has reached this decision
other side intends to join in pursuing - legality
affair will not lead to military conflict
I've have assumed
Always firmly asserted
in their military standoff the action
should be taken now

sent not
reg. session next week - Nov. 6
informed by Honoi - NLF will be present
also attendance invited to reg. of NLF
have reached stage where productive talks can begin
cannot continue if the take military advantage
Cities stalled - DMZ crossed
agreements of this kind are never fool proof
but in light of progress in recent weeks
weighing continuous military plus, I've finally decided to take this step now
I really determine the good faith of the
try to ascertain if early peace is poss
Chances we might have to save human lives have concluded that we think as of
they're acting in good faith.

I don't think you can be misled—

Prepared for trouble in an emergency.

Very phase of negotiations in North

does not mean stable peace has been

May be very hard fighting ahead.

We have a long way to go negotiating.

The people in Saigon [Korean] negotiators

[never] accept deliberate delay. They don’t

Then why agree to stop now on Nov/71

We have given everything to do it.

Several months ago

But I don’t control this in Hanoi

decisions in Hanoi get. With whom

Yes.

March 7th the will not grant Iran to be involved in politics this year.

have devoted every

have kept all cards fully briefed on

clear to you one card and will have adm.

in advance written etc.
all days o' rol officers of govt. instructed
chucks have had diff. ideas
gently - have presented united voice
supposing 1st roll run
hope this will continue til Jan 26

cannot afford more than one voice
apologies for our action
do not know who in jan
but do all I can today. to dated
his honor the from my
predecessor.
Many will pre-see 5 days before elect.

PS called joint 6-20 pic.

Obvious NUN watching polit. situation...

They chose time more than CBT

Q: whether will help the later NUN
O'Donnell & Hilton

feel moronic on favor

Both H shows tone to be good —
Sympathetic — etc
But just not up to the job —

Kennedy

LBJ called Dinkins — says he knows
Reps thru D. lady are keeping
SVN in present position
If this proves true — and persists — he
will go to nation & blast Rep. & RV.
Dinkins very concerned —
45 - 50 - 5

Min. Poll

Det News shows behind

Doing another on tomorrow

Romney received strong STL -

Worship new ads to use it.

F - has instructions re filing

Mo Chat

extra money put in - appx. $5K

have been on phone - visiting local regulars

can have done this
Ellie Peterson + Creighton Holden (no name) were bumped off plane
Take up Gov + Al Kata."

Nap ads will run only in N.C.
will run in Negro papers in Atlanta
out of local budget

Never released the black capitalism spot
there is one called The Long Road - not running
less than Negroes on Jack London them.

Now on-
1) Decisions affect future generations
still run over Annor
only one man - experience + strength

2) Speech - where do you want rats for America
in lots of world - great visual
Annor voice over

now: 3) Woman - film - woman walking down
City street at night - part closed stores
dog barks - Annor
Annor rolls off crime statistics
for civil right is to be free from fear.
6) Failure - of one party - very rough - cant keep peace in party - cant carry momentum - peace people won't pay for 
4) Crime - guilt - RW's voice are stills 
5) Law & Order - protect victims 

+ endorsement split out one minute - five guys on each 

For No: Perky Romney Beata Duker West 
So Reagan Bake Bute Town Duker 
Pull together the race 

N - 5 min. 

from Atlanta that 
Law & Order 
Kind of judgmental type. 
Nuclear weapons 
Add one min or 15c security 
N on camera 

New - N five-minute 

Rain Storm being used in Olympics coverage 

NR - Spanish - Tex Calif + NY - TV 

Very rough - Convention uses TV picture 
Switches from Happy Days Alvin Castro UN etc.
have pulled out the lighter ones -

do need l'inter - ladder rails - last week

B- 

almost did it appeal to Wallow note

tough as can be

but me deal with you must put '11 high

straight out own house or you are concerned.